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X-RAY EQUIPMENT

MULTIPURPOSE X-RAY AND SURGERY ROOM – WALL
MOUNTED GENERATOR
The multipurpose X-ray and surgery room solution is designed to allow
greater use of real estate space, where a practice may or may not have
enough space for a separate X-ray room or where would prefer to
maximize available floor space in the clinic.

This solution is perfect for integrating your existing or new portable x-
ray generator with a mobile longtail DR table able to support up to
136kg weight. In built with the world’s first monolithic full-spine flat-
panel DR detector. No more long scan wait, no image stitching, no
image gaps, and no plate overlap.

It is the first of it’s kind to produce long-bone and full-spine digital
studies instantaneously with the highest geometric accuracy.

At 44 inch (112 cm) long, the Longtail can take a full spine 42 x 17 inch
(108 x 43 cm).

Lead time: Subject to stock availability, transit times and radiation
licensing. Estimated shipping date to be provided once the purchase is
confirmed

Read More
CODE N/A
Categories: X-Ray Equipment, X-Ray Full Solutions
Tags: full system, mobile xray, X-ray, X-ray room, Xray room
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OVERHEAD TUBE CRANE INTEGRATED DIGITAL X-RAY
SYSTEM - PREMIUM SOLUTION
The OVERHEAD TUBE CRANE INTEGRATED DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM
delivers enhanced patient comfort and optimized workflow. Precisely
designed to withstand high volume of studies, perfect solution for busy
Vets with limited space.  The OTC performs exceptionally well in a
broad range of radiographic studies. The acquisition time is sub one
second in most cases - so it will substantially improve efficiency.

The OTC premium solution is designed to allow greater use of real
estate space, where a practice may or may not have enough space for
a separate X-ray room or where would prefer to maximize available
floor space in the clinic.

Lead time: Subject to stock availability, transit times and radiation
licensing. Estimated shipping date to be provided once the purchase is
confirmed

Read More
CODE N/A
Categories: X-Ray Equipment, X-Ray Full Solutions
Tags: full system, mobile xray, X-ray, X-ray room, Xray room
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AV CHOICE INTEGRATED DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM -
PREMIUM SOLUTION
AV Choice Integrated X-ray System Premium Solution

Your new x-ray facility will benefit from the US built reliability and
enhanced functionality of the AV Choice system. AV Choice X-ray
systems are equipped with an integrated tube stand with variable SID
and an anatomically programmed, high frequency generator providing a
cost effective and time saving solution for the veterinarian who seeks
maximum capability in minimal space. Our solutions are powered by
the intuitive ATX Digital Radiography system giving technologists
access to high resolution digital imaging and processing capabilities.
The acquisition time is sub one second in most cases – so it will
substantially improve efficiency.

You will be able to rely on ATX’s on-site and remote assistance to
provide ongoing support.

Lead time: Subject to stock availability, transit times and radiation
licensing. Estimated shipping date to be provided once the purchase is
confirmed

Read More
CODE N/A
Categories: X-Ray Equipment, X-Ray Full Solutions
Tags: full system, X-ray, X-ray room, Xray room
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X-RAY FULL SOLUTIONS

MULTIPURPOSE X-RAY AND SURGERY ROOM – WALL
MOUNTED GENERATOR
The multipurpose X-ray and surgery room solution is designed to allow
greater use of real estate space, where a practice may or may not have
enough space for a separate X-ray room or where would prefer to
maximize available floor space in the clinic.

This solution is perfect for integrating your existing or new portable x-
ray generator with a mobile longtail DR table able to support up to
136kg weight. In built with the world’s first monolithic full-spine flat-
panel DR detector. No more long scan wait, no image stitching, no
image gaps, and no plate overlap.

It is the first of it’s kind to produce long-bone and full-spine digital
studies instantaneously with the highest geometric accuracy.

At 44 inch (112 cm) long, the Longtail can take a full spine 42 x 17 inch
(108 x 43 cm).

Lead time: Subject to stock availability, transit times and radiation
licensing. Estimated shipping date to be provided once the purchase is
confirmed

Read More
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OVERHEAD TUBE CRANE INTEGRATED DIGITAL X-RAY
SYSTEM - PREMIUM SOLUTION
The OVERHEAD TUBE CRANE INTEGRATED DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM
delivers enhanced patient comfort and optimized workflow. Precisely
designed to withstand high volume of studies, perfect solution for busy
Vets with limited space.  The OTC performs exceptionally well in a
broad range of radiographic studies. The acquisition time is sub one
second in most cases - so it will substantially improve efficiency.

The OTC premium solution is designed to allow greater use of real
estate space, where a practice may or may not have enough space for
a separate X-ray room or where would prefer to maximize available
floor space in the clinic.

Lead time: Subject to stock availability, transit times and radiation
licensing. Estimated shipping date to be provided once the purchase is
confirmed
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AV CHOICE INTEGRATED DIGITAL X-RAY SYSTEM -
PREMIUM SOLUTION
AV Choice Integrated X-ray System Premium Solution

Your new x-ray facility will benefit from the US built reliability and
enhanced functionality of the AV Choice system. AV Choice X-ray
systems are equipped with an integrated tube stand with variable SID
and an anatomically programmed, high frequency generator providing a
cost effective and time saving solution for the veterinarian who seeks
maximum capability in minimal space. Our solutions are powered by
the intuitive ATX Digital Radiography system giving technologists
access to high resolution digital imaging and processing capabilities.
The acquisition time is sub one second in most cases – so it will
substantially improve efficiency.

You will be able to rely on ATX’s on-site and remote assistance to
provide ongoing support.

Lead time: Subject to stock availability, transit times and radiation
licensing. Estimated shipping date to be provided once the purchase is
confirmed
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